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NEWSLETTER
*Product of the Month*

SecilTEK Silicate Paint
✓Highly vapour permeable
✓Water repellent and
durable
✓Suitable for newly lime
rendered and cement
rendered properties
✓Can be applied on to
existing painted renders
(but please call for advice)
✓Applied by brush or roller
✓60 great colours (and
white!)

Available in an economical 15Lsize
15L White £63.75
15L Colour £79.05
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage
Prices shown are Product Of The Month Sale Prices, and are valid for orders placed in June

We’re at Dowland
Country Fair!
Sunday 21st June 11:00 am to 5:00pm
Furze Park Cross, Nr Winkleigh, EX19 8PR
01409 281 644 (T)
01409 281669 (F)
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www.mikewye.co.uk

Enter our
competition

New dates for
Polished Plaster
(Tadelakt &
Venetian) courses

To celebrate the launch of “Beautiful Tadelakt - An
Instructional DVD”, we are offering one lucky person
the opportunity to attend our Tadelakt plaster
training course (worth £144) for free! Plus you will
receive a copy of the fantastic new DVD

2015
Tadelakt Course
▪ June 25th (Thursday)
▪ July 17th (Friday)
▪ August 20th (Thursday)
▪ September 18th (Friday)
▪ October 15th (Thursday)

To enter:
like our Facebook post

Venetian Course
▪ June 26th (Friday)
▪ August 21st (Friday)
▪ October 16th (Friday)

share/retweet this post
and tell us what project you
would like to use Tadelakt for…

You will notice that our
polished plaster courses run
(mostly) on consecutive days
to allow those who wish to
combine them (a very good
idea) to do so, and also get a
discount, for booking both
together!

Bamboo scaffolding comes to
the UK…

Product Focus

From The Anvil
Ok, it’s not the first time it’s been used in the UK, but it’s
definitely not a common sight. Our customer Ed White,
when he needed to repair his chimney flaunching,
decided to go for the environmentally friendly alternative
of bamboo scaffolding. Common in Asia, it’s a startling
(and pretty scary) sight, but actually it’s amazingly
strong, and safe (if properly erected). Anyway, we are
assured that Ed survived the experience!

The manufacturing process of
hand forging mild steel enables
'From The Anvil' to achieve the
strongest and most unique
ironmongery available on the
market with a focus on quality as
products are honed to the highest
specification
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